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Abstract. Enabling fluids to be manipulated on the micron-scale,
microfluidic technologies have facilitated major advances in how we
study cells. In this review, we highlight key developments in how flow
in microfluidic devices is exploited to investigate the behavior of indi-
vidual cells, from trapping and positioning single cells to probing cell
deformability. Exploiting the properties of fluids and flow patterns in
microchannels makes it possible to study large populations of single
cells at micron-length scales with increased throughput and efficiency.

1 Introduction

Flow is central to life: the transit of red blood cells through capillaries is critical for
gas exchange; the spread of white blood cells is essential for immune function; stem
cells, metastatic cancer cells, as well as drugs travel through the bloodstream, and
their spread is critical in biomedical contexts ranging from stem cell therapeutics to
cancer progression to drug delivery. Understanding how cells behave during flow and
are distributed throughout the bodily network of arteries, veins, and capillaries has
motivated numerous studies during the past decades. For example, in vivo imaging
of red blood cells reveals how they adapt an inverted, umbrella-shape during pas-
sage through narrow capillaries [1]; fabricated junctions of capillary tubes are used
to investigate the flow of cells through branching networks [2]; bulk filtration is used
to probe the effect of cell stiffness on the ability of cells to deform through the tiny
constrictions of a porous membrane, providing insight into the mechanisms of in-
creased cell stiffness that can result in occlusion and retention in capillaries [3]. Flow
is also central to many common procedures in biological research: cells are trans-
ferred from petri dish to test tube using pipettes to manipulate the fluid in which
they are suspended; cellular contents are routinely separated with centrifugal forces;
DNA is ordered by size using electrophoresis to filter the biopolymer solution through
a porous gel. While these techniques provide insight into biological systems, analysis
of gene or protein expression levels typically requires material from thousands to mil-
lions of individual cells (microarrays or western blots), and operates on the scale of
microliters to milliliters; this inherently limits the ability to study femoliter-volume
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single cells. By dispersing individual cells into a streamline of fluid, flow cytometry
enables single cells to be interrogated one-by-one using light; this enables quantita-
tive measurements of protein levels, DNA content, as well as cell size at rapid rates of
up to 105 cells s−1. Flow cytometry is thus a powerful tool that provides insight into
the distribution and variability among a population of individual cells at a particular
instant in time. Together these flow-based studies and techniques have advanced our
biochemical understanding of cells, while probing the force-deformation response of
small numbers of 10–100 single cells provides insights into cell mechanical properties.
Yet there are certain questions that these methods cannot address: How do individual
cells respond to chemical gradients? What is the dynamic response among a popu-
lation of single cells to oscillating stimuli? What is the variability in cell mechanical
properties among a population of single cells?
With the ability to manipulate fluids and cells on the micron-scale, microfluidic

devices make it possible to address such questions and measure the behavior of single
cells. The establishment of this technology was catalyzed by the development of soft
lithography fabrication techniques [4–6], enabling major advances in many fields in-
cluding a new class of tools to study individual cells. Microfluidic devices can be easily
and inexpensively fabricated; these devices have channels with dimensions similar to
the scale of individual cells and therefore make it possible to manipulate, spatially
position, and deform single cells. Since fabrication is inexpensive, devices can be tai-
lored to a specific analysis; moreover, designs can be efficiently iterated to improve
the experiment with little investment. In contrast to many conventional methods,
microfluidic technologies offer powerful advantages in enabling routine studies to be
scaled down significantly in volume. The capability to investigate single cells, measure
their gene and protein expression levels, as well as their physical properties, enables
data to be compiled for an entire population, revealing rich phenotypic variability as
well as subpopulations of cells that would otherwise remain hidden in bulk population
studies. The ability to entrap single cells and perform experiments with picoliters of
reagents also provides major advances in biotechnology: biochemical reactions can
be performed with order-of-magnitude reductions in volume and with unprecedented
throughput. Moreover, the ability to trap single cells has profound biomedical and
clinical implications: single circulating tumor cells (CTCs) can be isolated and sub-
jected to detailed characterization, and drug response can be monitored at the level
of single cells over time.
In this review, we highlight two major themes in using micron-scale fluid flows

to probe cells: flow is exploited 1) to spatially position cells at defined locations,
for example to investigate their response to local chemical environments, and 2) to
subject cells to physical forces in order to probe their deformability. To begin, we
provide an introduction to basic concepts in microfluidics for the general reader who is
not familiar with this methodology, including a brief description of device fabrication
and the fluid dynamics within microfluidic channels.

2 Basics of microfluidics for cell studies

2.1 Fabricating microfluidic devices

Microfluidic devices can be easily and consistently fabricated using soft lithography,
a printing technique with a similar concept to silk screening or the pre-digital process
of photography. The end goal is to pattern a network of micron-scale channels with a
defined height onto a substrate (Fig. 1.1); typically a silicon wafer is used, borrowing
techniques developed for the semi-conductor industry. To generate device designs,
standard CAD software, such as AutoCAD, is widely used. The design is printed
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Fig. 1. Overview of microfluidic device fabrication by soft lithography. 1) Photore-
sist is spincoated onto a substrate to a desired thickness that sets the channel height. 2) A
mask provides a template for the channels; it is placed above the photoresist; upon exposure
to UV light, photoresist molecules below the transparent channel regions are crosslinked.
3) Uncrosslinked photoresist is removed using a developer solution to reveal a raised relief
of the microfluidic channels. 4) Elastomer (typically PDMS) is poured onto the mold, de-
gassed, and baked. 5) The solid PDMS device is cut from the mold, holes are excised to
enable external flow control to interface with the channels, and the device is bonded to a
glass substrate.
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onto a mask, which provides the template for the channels. For channels down to ap-
proximately 5μm width, designs may be inexpensively printed onto a transparency
at a high-resolution of 20,000 dpi (Fig. 1.2); smaller features down to 0.75μm can be
achieved by printing on a quartz mask. The channel height is set by the thickness of
the photoresist, a UV-curable resin that is used to define the microfluidic channels:
in the cleanroom, photoresist is spincoated onto a silicon wafer to a defined height
determined by the viscosity of the photoresist and the spin speed; this facilitates a
range of channel heights from 1 to 100μm. Next, the mask is placed atop the photo-
resist: channel regions are transparent, so that UV exposure causes the molecules
of photoresist to crosslink in the channel regions; the unexposed photoresist can
be rinsed away in the developer solvent to create a master mold (Fig. 1.3). The
channels form a negative mold over which liquid polymer and cross-linking agents
are poured (Fig. 1.4); baking crosslinks the polymers and results in an elastomer
that is imprinted with an inverted, raised-relief of the channels. The elastomer of
choice is polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS): it is transparent, flexible (Young’s modulus
105–106 Pa), gas permeable, and silicon-based, therefore it can be covalently bonded
to glass substrates via plasma treatment. It can also be bonded to itself, which is
valuable for creating multilayer stacks of PDMS. Holes are excised using a needle
or biopsy punch (Fig. 1.5), enabling tubing to be inserted into the device, so that
flow through microchannels can be externally controlled via gravity, pressurized air
or syringe pumps. The entire fabrication process requires only a few hours from spin-
coating to bonding, and masters can be reused to mold fresh devices multiple times.
The cost of raw materials per device is less than one dollar.
PDMS devices offer great flexibility in design and fabrication: devices can be in-

tegrated with electronics for detection or activation [7–9]; since PDMS is optically
transparent, devices can be interfaced with optics for myriad applications ranging
from fluorescence detection [9] to cell stretching by optical traps [10]. While periph-
eral equipment can easily interface with PDMS devices, a great advantage of PDMS
fabrication is that microfluidic channels can themselves be integrated components in a
single device. For example, pressurized lines can carry gaseous species that permeate
the PDMS walls to spike a sample volume [11]; a channel injected with molten solder
becomes an integrated electrode upon cooling that easily interfaces with external elec-
tronics [12]. Such integrated electrodes can be energized to produce an electric field
gradient across the width of the flow channel that can be applied for dielectrophoretic
manipulation and sorting of cells in water-in-oil emulsion droplets [9]. Valves can also
be integrated into a flow channel by fabricating a pressurized air channel that lies
beneath and intersects the flow channel; activating the air channel causes the flexible
PDMS membrane to deflect into the flow channel, thereby blocking the majority of
fluid flow [13,14]. Valves can also be fabricated in a single layer, with the pressurized
control channel fabricated less than 10μm apart from the flow channel; the flexible
PDMS wall deflects when pressurized and flow is diverted [15]. Taken together, these
design and fabrication capabilities make it possible to generate and manipulate flow
on micron length scales. The resulting flow on such small scales has some interesting
and unusual properties that can be exploited to probe single cells in ways that were
previously not possible.

2.2 Brief theoretical description of flow in microfluidic devices

The theoretical underpinnings of flow in microfluidic devices are thoroughly covered
in many excellent reviews [16–18]. Here we provide a brief overview for the general
reader. In most microfluidic devices, the flow is laminar and has certain characteristics
that can be exploited in experimental design.
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Fig. 2. Hagen-Poiseuille flow in a microfluidic channel with a rectangular cross-
section. The flow velocity profile is assumed to be a function of the position in the y
direction.

2.2.1 Laminar flow

The small scale of cells and microfluidic channels means that viscous forces generally
dominate inertial forces; mixing occurs only by diffusion. The relationship between in-
ertial to viscous forces is described by the dimensionless Reynolds number, Re = Lvρ

η
,

where L is the characteristic length scale [m], ρ is the density [kg/m3], v is the aver-
age velocity [m/s], and η is the dynamic viscosity [Pa · s] of the fluid. Given that the
channel width, or hydraulic diameter of a cell, is L � 10−6m, typically Re = 1–100. In
the laminar flow regime, streamlines are smooth; the etymology of ‘lamina’, meaning
thin plate, provides a nice depiction of the sheaths of fluid flowing past each other.
By contrast, turbulent flow is characterized by higher Reynolds numbers, Re > 103;
here inertial forces dominate and flow patterns exhibit instabilities such as vortices
and eddies. The laminar flow properties of microfluidic devices can be exploited for
biological experiments: for example, the effect of temperature on Drosophila embryo
development is elegantly probed by positioning the embryo across two streamlines
of fluids that each have different temperatures, ΔT = 7–10◦C; in the laminar flow
regime, these fluids mix only by diffusion and thereby enable investigations of the
embryo’s response to different temperatures [19].

2.2.2 Hagen-Poisseuille equation

Given these laminar flow properties, flow through the typical rectangular channels
of a microfluidic device can be described by Hagen-Poiseuille equation. The basic
assumptions are: flow is laminar; fluid is incompressible (∇ · u = 0); flow does not
change over time (steady-state, ∂u

∂t
= 0); no slip at wall (u = 0 at h,w = 0). With

these assumptions, the relationship between the pressure drop and flow rates through
microfluidic channels over length, l, can be described by the Hagen-Poisseuille equa-
tion (Fig. 2). Derived from Navier–Stokes equations, the Hagen-Poisseuille equation
describes the relationship between pressure drop, flow velocity, and channel dimen-
sions for a pipe with a circular cross-section. Microfluidic channels are typically not
round, but rectangular as a result of the manufacturing process; the parabolic flow
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velocity distribution across the height of a rectangular channel for the ideal case where
h� w is described as:

u(y) =
ΔP

2ηl
y(h− y).

The average volumetric flow rate, Q [m3/s] can be obtained by integrating over the
channel’s cross-section,

Q �
∫ w/2
−w/2

∫ h
0

udydx � ΔP
l

h3w

12η
(1)

where 12ηl
h3w
is the hydrodynamic resistance. Considering fluidic circuits analogous to

electrical circuits, this resistance can also be described in terms of Ohm’s law, V = IR,
where V � ΔP , Q � I, and R is the (hydrodynamic) resistance.

3 Using flow to place cells

The beauty of fluid flow is that it can be controlled and exploited to achieve pre-
cise, spontaneous placement of hundreds to millions of cells, which can simplify both
data collection and analysis. Precision control can also be achieved by interfacing the
devices with active features for cell manipulation. Cells are typically suspended in a
carrier fluid, such as an aqueous medium, whose flow rate determines the speed at
which cells are carried through the micron-scale channels, and facilitates rapid char-
acterization of cells at rates of up to thousands per second. Microfluidic assays thus
typically require significantly less labor and can be easily scaled up, making these
methods also amenable for experiments with milliliter volumes of fluids, such as re-
quired for clinical applications. Moreover, devices can run for hours with minimal
human intervention [20]; such autonomy and consistency results in limited opportu-
nities for human error and measurement variability.

3.1 Positioning cells in a microchannel by flow

Exploiting flow properties, cells can be positioned in the fluid stream across the
width of a microfluidic channel. Such techniques are valuable for aligning cells for
downstream processing and separating cells based on their physical properties.

3.1.1 Flow focusing

One simple way to position cells in the middle of a channel is to focus two oppo-
site streamlines into the flow emerging from a single channel. A similar principle is
used in flow cytometry to position cells in a single line as they flow past a laser; this
enables the fluorescence levels of individual cells to be quantitatively measured. In
microfluidic devices, centering cells laterally within a flow channel is valuable when
the cell needs to be positioned for downstream processing, such as entrapment within
an emulsion droplet [9,36]. The ability to center cells in a flow stream also has prac-
tical applications for integrated microfluidic devices: For example, cells positioned in
the middle of a channel can be subject to the well-controlled external forces of an
optical trap, or chemical or electric field gradient. With such established tools inte-
grated into a microfluidic network, the rates of single cell characterization increase
significantly and minimize operator intervention. For example, the automated optical
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‘Cell Stretcher’ device consists of two diametrically opposed laser beams that trap
and stretch individual cells that flow through the channel of a microfluidic device
[10,37]; the incident laser light creates a surface force on the cell and induces cellular
deformation. Relative to other methods to probe cell mechanical properties, convey-
ing the cells using flow results in increased characterization rates of up to 1 cell per
minute. The method reveals distinct differences between malignant and benign cells
from oral cancer patients [38], including various other model cell lines: red blood cells
[37,39]; fibroblasts [37], neurons and glial cells [40].
The opposite of flow focusing – where a cell of interest is forced to the channel wall

as opposed to the center – can be used to separate rare leukocyte cells from whole
blood. Blood cells flowed at high density (45 vol%) are subject to ‘margination’ forces,
which result from cell–cell interactions between red blood cells and subsequent dis-
placement of the larger leukocytes to the channel wall [41]. Tangential side channels,
analogous to a highway off-ramp, are used to collect rare leukocyte cells, and achieve
over 30-fold enrichment.

3.1.2 Ordering cells using inertial flow

While flow in microfluidic channels is typically in a Stokes flow regime, higher flow
rates can be used to exploit the forces generated by inertial flow to achieve spatial
positioning of cells: a fluid shear gradient drives cells laterally towards the channel
walls, while competing wall-effect forces drive particles towards the channel center;
the balance between these two opposing forces determines the equilibrium lateral
position of a cell or particle within a microchannel. The magnitude of these forces
acting on the cell body depends on the size of the cell, which determines its lateral
position within the flow channel [24–33]. The deformability of the cell also plays a role
in its equilibrium lateral position, due to the forces acting on the interface between
the cell and the surrounding fluid. Inertial ordering can thus be used to distinguish
between cells types based on their physical properties via their lateral equilibrium
position. For example, cells of different sizes, such as bacteria cells (Escherichia coli,
diameter � 1–2μm) and human red blood cells (diameter � 6–8μm), occupy distinct
lateral positions within a channel [28]. In addition, the method can be used to separate
and enrich subpopulations of cells: by flowing cells past an adjacent open chamber
(Fig. 3), wall-effect forces are momentarily removed and the resulting force imbalance
displaces cells from their equilibrium position. In this way, larger cells such as cancer
cells, can be enriched from a milliliter-volume blood sample without any additional
labeling of cells, such as fluorescent molecules that target specific surface proteins [24].
Exploiting this inertial lift phenomenon while manipulating channel geometry can
further enhance bioparticle separation. For example, particle equilibrium positions in
curved or spiral microchannels depends on the balance of inertial lift and drag forces
which result from fluid vortices across the channel cross-sections [26,30]. The ratio of
these two forces depends on the particle size, and can thus be exploited to separate
a mixture of particles of different sizes with efficiencies of up to 80% [30].

3.1.3 Spatially positioning cells using structures

Flow can be used to rapidly position cells at a predefined location in a microfluidic
device by carrying the cells into fabricated structures, akin to trapping cells in cages.
By manipulating the design of these structures, single cells, pairs of cells, and lineages
of cells can be spatially organized; this ability is valuable across a range of fields
ranging from epigenetics to stem cell biology. Typically cells are flowed en masse over
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Fig. 3. Methods to position cells using flow in microfluidic devices. I. Cell
positioning devices use flow to position cells for subsequent analysis: (a) trapping cells by
flowing them into traps [21,22]; (b) adhering cells to structured posts functionalized with
antibodies [23]; (c) laterally positioning and separating cells based on their size using shear-
gradient lift forces [24]; (d) separating cells based on their size and relative deformability
using inertial forces generated at high flow rates [25–33]; (e) positioning single cells and their
lineages in constricted channels of a device whose design exploits the changes in resistance
that occur when a single cell plugs a channel [34]. Cells are represented by purple spheres,
functionalized surfaces are denoted by red lines. II. Microfluidic large-scale integration
uses valves as a base unit to construct complex digital flow networks. Valves can be combined
to perform a set of basic functions, some of which are shown in the toolbox; these functions
can be integrated into a system to perform complex cell and chemical manipulations. Some
basic functions are: in situ pumping of fluid flows using three valves in series that are actu-
ated in the time sequence shown (x = valve closed, o = valve open); confined reactions can
be performed in a reaction chamber by closing valves on either side of channel; multiplexing
enables control of thousands of individual compartments with a few hundred valves [13].
Complex microfluidic large scale-integration image has been adapted with permission from
[35]. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.

an array of traps with filling efficiencies that are described a Poisson distribution
(Fig. 3).

3.1.4 Positioning cells by designed structures

The simplest example of trapping cells relies on confining cells in the planar dimension,
where the channel height is equivalent or lesser than the cell diameter. Such device
geometry is particularly valuable for cells that grow in three dimensions, such as
the budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Confining the growth of these cells in
a planar microfluidic device greatly simplifies the challenge of tracking these cells
over time [42]. For example, yeast cells with a diameter of 4–6μm are conveniently
trapped in a 4μm-high channel; as they grow and divide, multiplying in number,
they are forced out into a 8μm-high fluid reservoir, where they are carried away
by the flow [43]. To make tracking individual cells in timelapse experiments more
efficient, cells may also be spatially positioned. A simple and elegant way to achieve
this is to trap cells in grooved channels, and confine them in a single plane using a
porous membrane to prevent growth into the third dimension; this allows for medium
exchange over the time course of the experiment [44]. To achieve even greater precision
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of single cell placement, cells can be trapped in structures with dimensions similar
to single cells. For example, cups or ‘yeast jails’ on the order of the cell size are
used to trap single yeast cells [21], and an array of U-shape trapping structures is
used to capture individual human cervical carcinoma (HeLa) cells [22]. With the cells
localized in such structures, the medium can easily be changed, enabling studies of
the dynamic response of cells to varying environmental conditions [22]. With such
exquisite control of single cell placement, these microfluidic devices offering unique
advantages over conventional cell culture methods including the ability to monitor
single cells while providing constant exchange of fresh nutrients and cell waste for
long-term cell culture over days.
The ability to capture single cells is also valuable for trapping specific types of cells

out of a heterogeneous population [45]. An excellent example is CTCs: characterizing
them can indicate the severity of metastasis. However, there is about 1 CTC for every
109 blood cells and trapping these extremely rare cells is a technical challenge. Using
microfluidic devices with structures that have a series of posts with dimensions similar
to single cells, CTCs have been successfully captured (Fig. 3a); captured cells can be
easily retrieved by reversing the flow such that the medium and suspended cells flow
in the opposite direction from the back side of the cups. The isolation efficiency of
this method is 80%, as measured by testing human breast and colon cell cancer lines
[46].
Designed structures can also be used to position two different cell types; this is

critical for cell fusion applications. One example is reprogramming somatic cells: this
requires fusing a stem and somatic cell together, but conventional methods have poor
efficiency and low yield due to limited control of cell–cell interactions. Exploiting the
ability to fabricate micron-scale traps for individual cells, an efficient fusion device
enables thousands of parallel cell-pairs to be positioned in adjacent traps [47]. Each
‘trap’ consists of a pillar with curved features on both front and back sides: a shallow
cup on the front side, and a deeper cup on the back side. Single cells from sample I
are trapped in the shallow sides of the cups; by reversing the flow, one cell of sample
I is transferred to the deep side of the cups. Sample II cells are then flowed towards
the deep back side of the cups; thus, one cell each of samples I and II are placed in
direct contact with each other. Compared to conventional methods of cell-pairing, a
two- to ten-fold improvement in fusion yield can be achieved using this device, as well
as successful reprogramming of somatic cells [47].
While studies of single cells reveal phenotypic heterogeneity among a clonal pop-

ulation, exactly how cellular behavior is affected by their age and geneaology remains
poorly understood. By trapping single cells and spatially confining them as they di-
vide, ‘lineage chambers’ conveniently entrap a single cell and its progeny, and provide
insight into epigenetic phenomenon. One simple method to spatially position single
cells and their progeny exploits changes in flow patterns that result from a single
cell blocking a channel: the presence of a single cell in the trapping chamber in-
creases the channel’s fluidic resistance, and shifts the proportion of fluid flow such
that the majority of flow is diverted through adjacent bypass channel (Fig. 3e). In this
way, single cells are preferentially trapped, yet can still grow and divide in the con-
fines of the trapping channel; since medium flows slowly and continuously through
the trapping channel around the dividing cells. By tracking the cells as they grow
and divide, the identity of each cell can be maintained, and complete lineage maps
are generated. Such lineage maps provide detailed information about the identity,
pedigree, and replicative age of each and every cell. For example, monitoring the
growth of yeast cells in the lineage chamber device reveals that patterns of protein
expression are shared among cells and their offspring with a timescale that varies
for different proteins [34]: protein expression levels of the phosphate transporter,
Pho84, are consistent over multiple divisions while bursts in levels of the heat shock
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protein, Hsp12, result in protein levels that are maintained only in the most immediate
offspring cells.

3.1.5 Cell trapping by surface modification

Cell trapping can be improved by chemically altering the surfaces of microchannels to
exploit the unique surface proteins of specific cell types. However, there are typically
few interactions between the cells and the walls of a straight channel due to lami-
nar flow properties. To increase the frequency of cell-wall interactions, flow patterns
can be modified by fabricating structures that impede flow streams or by increasing
channel surface roughness. For example, micropatterned posts that are oriented in
an offset array alter the unidirectional flow; functionalizing the posts with antibodies
further promotes cell-wall adhesion. Such a method enables cell enrichment and CTC
immobilization [24] (Fig. 3b). Cell-wall interactions can also be enhanced by fabricat-
ing textured microchannel walls: grooves fabricated with a periodicity of 50μm in
the channel walls form herringbone structures; structures introduce helical patterns
in the laminar flow pattern, and the number of particle-wall collisions is increased
[48,49]. Devices with such textured channels achieve capture efficiencies of more than
2.5x compared to the flat-walled device, making this a more efficient method to trap
cells; CTCs are successfully isolated from whole blood of patients with prostate and
lung cancer with an average capture efficiency of 80% [49].

3.2 Probing cell response to the micron-scale chemical environment

Precise positioning of cells is also exploited to probe cellular response to soluble factors
on the micron-scale. With cells trapped in an array, distinct chemical environments
can be defined in a microfluidic device by exploiting laminar flow properties [50].
For example, the interface between two flow streams can be transversely shifted by
controlling the difference in flow rates using syringe pumps; this manifests as a trans-
verse displacement of the fluid-fluid interface, thereby enabling cells to be subjected
to fluctuating or oscillating stimuli on timescales of 10 to 60 seconds. By trapping
102–103 cells in parallel, the effects of such soluble stimuli can be dynamically applied
and cell responses are investigated using fluorescence imaging. For example, cells are
seeded in columns of circular wells and exposed to varying temporal profiles of stimuli
to elucidate the effects on NFκB transcriptional activation and cell fate [51]. Similar
microfluidic devices are used to study the molecular origins of the mating response
in yeast cells [52], again benefiting from the ability to expose cells to precisely tuned,
linear concentration profiles of pheromone, which remain stable over at least 20 hours.
Well-defined, stable chemotactic gradients are also key to systematic investigations of
the chemotaxis of motile bacteria and eukaryotic cells [53]. For example, buffer and
chemoattractant solutions flow through parallel microchannels, between which hori-
zontal microchannels are used to build chambers that contain stable chemoattractant
gradients; cells are seeded in the gradient chambers and their chemotactic responses
are investigated. Other devices are also used to create stable, linear concentration
gradients [54].

3.3 Trapping cells in droplets

Entrapping cells in droplets of water-in-oil emulsions provides a convenient and effi-
cient method to control the position of large numbers of cells; picoliter to femtoliter
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Fig. 4. Drop-based microfluidics. Schematic illustrations showing some basic functions
that can be applied to cells trapped in emulsion droplets. (a) Using a flow-focusing device,
cells are entrapped in the droplet of an emulsion of two immiscible fluids (oil and an aqueous
medium) [36]. Two flow-focusing junctions in series enables cells to be centered in the flow
stream prior to encapsulation [9]. The droplet can be used to convey the cell within this tiny
picoliter to femtoliter-sized chamber. By exploiting the physical properties of the droplets,
cells are subjected to various operations, such as: (b) sorting droplets by dielectrophoresis
[9,57]; (c) splitting droplets by shear at a T-junction [58]; (d) injecting droplets with picoliter-
volumes of reagents [59]; and (e) trapping droplets [60]. Legend: cells = purple spheres, flow
vectors = arrows, aqueous-in-oil droplets = light blue.

droplets are compartments for individual cells that also enable ultra high through-
put studies [9,55]. By exploiting the immiscibility of water and oil, individual cells
and their secreted compounds can be contained and manipulated. In practice, PDMS
microfluidic devices provide a convenient way to generate micron-scale emulsions for
single cell studies. Droplets are generated when oil shears the aqueous stream; this can
be achieved at a T-junction, or commonly, using a flow-focusing geometry (Fig. 4a)
[36]. By tuning the density of cells in the aqueous phase suspension, an average of
one cell per drop can be trapped, as described by a Poisson distribution. To beat
the Poisson distribution and achieve greater efficiency of single cell trapping, inertial
effects can be exploited [56].
Drops of water-in-oil emulsions can be manipulated to perform a range of functions

necessary for controlling and detecting biological reactions. For example, drops can
be split, merged, and sorted (Figs. 4b-d). Droplets can also be arranged in an array
(Fig. 4e): drops are flowed through channels with a series of constrictions; when
the applied pressure or flow is above a certain threshold pressure, ΔP > ΔPmin �
2γ/r, the drops deform through narrow constrictions and flow through the channels;
however, when ΔP < ΔPmin, drops remain stationary. The ability to passively entrap
thousands of droplets by their surface tension facilitates time-resolved studies at the
single cell level [61]. Since the cell and its secreted content are confined within the
droplet, such a method is amenable to single cell studies of enzymatic amplification
of protein expression.
Droplets can also be detected using a laser and photomultiplier tube to detect fluo-

rescence intensity as drops flow by the detection region – this is akin to flow cytometry
but has the distinct advantage that cells and their contents are self-contained. Drops
can also be sorted on demand using the fluorescence signal of the drop or entrapped
cell as a sorting criterion [9,57]. The mechanism for sorting droplets is very simple:
Drops flow down a bifurcating channel, and will naturally flow down the channel that
has the lower hydrodynamic resistance and leads to the ‘waste’ outlet. In response to
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the droplet’s fluorescence level, an external force can be generated by energizing the
electrode that lies alongside the main flow channel; this creates an electric field gra-
dient across the width of the channel. Since the dielectric constant of water is � 40x
larger than oil, the desired aqueous droplets are preferentially diverted into the other
arm of the bifurcation, enabling selected droplets to be collected in the ‘keep’ out-
let. This droplet-sorting method can achieve droplet separation up to rates of 2,000
events per second. Such a method for enriching desirable droplets provides a pow-
erful tool for any application where individual cells secrete a compound, or express
a surface-displayed protein that is detected using soluble dye amplification methods;
for example, hybridomas secreting antibodies, or surface-displayed enzymes expressed
in microorganisms. By subjecting the cells to repeated rounds of enrichment, seven-
fold increases in enzyme activity are achieved with order-of-magnitude reductions in
cost and time compared to conventional assays [9]. In addition to dielectrophoresis,
a valve-based sorting mechanism can also be used [15].

3.4 Microfluidic large-scale integration

Flow can also be manipulated using an integrated system of active mechanisms that
act in unison, much like microprocessors that use a system of transistors to perform
complex computations. Analogous to the transistor in a microprocessor, the base unit
in microfluidic large-scale integration systems is the valve. Pioneered by the group of
Stephen Quake, networks of valves can direct fluid flows, drive peristaltic pumps, and
open and close reaction chambers. These few basic functionalities constitute all the
processes needed to create complex devices: 1) three valves in series are sequentially
actuated to create a peristaltic pump that can drive in situ fluid flows, 2) confined
reaction chambers are defined by closing valves at either end of a chamber, and 3)
multiplexing valves permits hundreds of channels to be controlled, logically akin to
electronics multiplexing. These systems are used to enable discrete movements of sin-
gle cells between compartments and to perform complex biological analyses within
a single compact device. By significantly increasing the automation of such micro-
fluidic devices, both the need for constant operator intervention and process vari-
ability are minimized. Such technology has powerful implications for genomic and
proteomic studies, whereby large numbers of single cells are lysed, and subsequent
chemical tests are all performed on the same chip [62–67]. Similar systems are used
to perform analysis of � 15,000 chromosomes and proteins within a single experiment
[66]. Such microfluidic devices also have great potential for massive parallelized and
automated cell culture, for example, as demonstrated by an automatic 96-well mi-
crofluidic device for cell culture [35]. Such technology can also be applied for more
detailed studies of individual cells: encapsulating individual cells in such nanoliter-
scale compartments enables detection of compounds secreted by cells, and reveals the
quantal nature of gene expression in cells [68].

4 Using flow to deform cells

The ability of cells to deform through narrow gaps and tortuous pathways is critical
for many biological processes: cells are required to perfuse through capillaries of di-
mensions 2–15μm [69]; undergo transendothelial migration through interstitial spaces
that are no more than 2–3μm; and migrate through tissue, including through the ex-
tracellular matrix that has pore sizes ranging from 0.1–10μm. In circulating through
the vasculature, the mechanical properties of blood cells and hydrogel particles are
critical, determining both the time required for them to circulate, as well as which
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organs they end up in [3,70–72]. Characterizing cell and nuclear deformability is thus
critical to advance our understanding of cell retention, migration, and the spread of
cancer: cancer cells show reproducible viscoelastic changes that correlate with malig-
nant transformation [73,74]. Conventional methods to probe mechanical properties of
cells or nuclei involve applying forces to cells and measuring the resulting response to
derive details about the elastic and viscous moduli of the cell. While techniques such
as micropipette aspiration [75], atomic force microscopy [76], and magnetic twisting
cytometry [77], enable deforming cells with forces ranging from pN to μN, these tech-
niques are time-consuming and therefore limited to small sample numbers: measure-
ment rates are limited to no more than one cell per minute, with typical sample sizes
of 10–100 cells. Microfluidic devices considerably improve the rates for mechanical
characterization of cell populations, enabling population heterogeneity to be inves-
tigated. Most current microfluidic methods do not enable measurements of physical
parameters, such as elastic or viscous moduli, but such qualitative investigations are
revealing important differences between cell types.

4.1 Probing cell deformability by flow through micron-scale constrictions

The majority of microfluidic mechanical detection systems are based on the principle
that softer, more deformable cells passage through a constriction faster than stiff cells
[78,79]. This idea directly descends from bulk filtration assays that were developed in
the past decades [3,80], and which are common in clinical use today [81–83]. There are
two main advantages of emerging microfluidic methods over traditional bulk filtration
methods: 1) soft lithography enables constrictions with precisely defined geometries
to be fabricated; and 2) the passage time and morphology of each individual cell can
be directly measured because the device is planar and optically transparent.

Cell deformation studies using microfluidic devices have been applied to a variety
of cell types: acute lymphoblastic and acute myeloid leukemia (ALL and AML) cells
[84,85]; breast epithelial cells (MCF-10A) and cancerous breast cells (MCF-7) [86];
as well as red blood cells in the context of malaria (Plasmodium falciparum infected
cells) [87,88] and sickle cell disease [11]. All systems use a branched channel design
system so that multiple constricted channels can be observed in parallel. By inte-
grating additional features into planar designs, richer data sets can be obtained. For
instance, marked changes in red blood cell mechanical properties are implicated in
sickle cell anemia, which are mediated by oxygen and carbon monoxide levels in the
blood. By smartly integrating a gaseous flow layer in proximity to the blood flow
layer in a multilayer, gas-permeable PDMS devices enable direct observations of the
effect of oxygen and carbon monoxide on occlusion in blood vessels [11]. Flowing cells
through simple constricted entries of microchannels reveals that chemotherapy drugs
increase the stiffness of leukemia cells [85]. With the ability to measure large numbers
of >100 single cells, such methods also reveal skewed distribution of transit times,
suggesting heterogeneity in cell mechanical properties [84]. The origins of such vari-
ability remain to be elucidated, but such single cell analyses highlights an important
direction for determining specific treatments that target a particular subset of cells.
Building on this concept, the ‘Cell Deformer’ device design better recapitulates this
tortuous physiological trajectory–the pulmonary capillary bed has 50–100 constricted
segments [89,90], thus cells typically passage through not one but multiple constric-
tions under physiological flow. Flowing cells through a series of constrictions thus
enables measurements of both deformability and subsequent relaxation of individual
cells (Fig. 5a). These studies also reveal the contributions of the cell nucleus to whole
cell deformability (Rowat, in preparation).
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Fig. 5. Microfluidic devices to probe cell deformability. (a) The passage time for a
cell to traverse a series of constrictions is used to differentiate the deformability of two cell
populations. Arrows denote flow vectors and dashed black lines show deformed cells. (b) To
measure the properties of deformed cells, a differential manometer exploits the pressure drop
that occurs over a constricted channel, and manifests in the interfacial position between two
fluid streams. (c) Inertial flow is used to probe cell deformability: at high flow rates, the
more deformable cells migrate to the center of the channel.

4.2 Determining cell deformability by hydrodynamic resistance variations

As a cell flows through a constricted channel, it blocks the cross-sectional area of
the channel and results in an increased hydrodynamic resistance. The high-speed
microfluidic differential manometer system is designed to obtain precise measurements
of this change in hydrodynamic resistance which depends on cell physical properties
[91]. In this device, two identical 5× 5μm2 microchannels are fabricated in parallel:
one is the sample channel through which cells in their carrier fluid flow; the other
channel is the reference channel through which a dyed fluid flows at a controlled
pressure. When cells passage through the sample channel and increase the channel
resistance, the sample fluid flow rate decreases; this results in a differential pressure
drop across the sample and reference channel; and a pressure-drop at the sample
channel results in a lateral shift of the fluid–fluid interface (Fig. 5b). By relating the
spatial variation of the fluid-fluid interface, Δx, to a calibrated Δx − ΔP relation,
the absolute pressure drop can be obtained. Using this method, larger pressure drops
are observed during passage of red blood cells with increased rigidity induced by
glutaraldehyde treatment as compared to untreated control cells [91].

4.3 Deforming cells by inertial flow

Cell deformability can also be probed using inertial flow: at high flow rates, cells
are subject to a fluid shear gradient that drives them laterally towards the channel
walls, while competing wall-effect forces propel cells towards the channel center; the
balance between these opposing forces determines their lateral position in the channel.
Since more deformable cells migrate towards the channel center due to shape changes
that alter the cell/fluid interface, a cell’s lateral position can be used as a measure
of its deformability (Fig. 5c). Exploiting this dependence of cell deformability on
lateral position, subpopulations of cells within a heterogeneous population can be
probed and isolated [27]. For example, more deformable, highly invasive cancerous
cells preferentially travel along the channel center as compared to less invasive cancer
cells. Given the flow rates necessary to operate these devices in the inertial regime,
cells are rapidly characterized (� 22,000 cells min−1) [27]; they can also be passively
separated by directing laterally segregated cell subpopulations to flow into separate
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outlets. Such high throughput rates are a significant improvement over conventional
methods to characterize cell mechanical properties.

5 Summary and outlook

Microfluidic methods continue to emerge as an important technology in biological
research; the beauty of using flow is that large numbers of cells can be passively ma-
nipulated, making such methods very effective at characterizing large populations of
individual cells. Exploiting flow to probe the biochemical and mechanical properties
at the single cell level has already yielded important insights into the behavior of indi-
vidual cells, as well as potential breakthroughs in medical and industrial applications
such as single cell genotyping, sequencing, and directed evolution of enzymes. While
some microfluidic devices can successfully operate with ultra-high throughput capac-
ity, there are challenges that remain in increasing throughput, such as interfacing
the microscale to the macroscale, optimizing data handling, and post-measurement
analysis. Integrating mechanical, optical, electrical, and chemical stimulation and de-
tection within microfluidic channels should contribute to the development of more
automated devices. Such capabilities are essential to fully exploit the use of flow in
probing single cells for basic and applied research that will further advance our under-
standing of cellular physiology and disease, as well as applications with social impact
in health, medicine, and the environment.

The authors would like to acknowledge Prof. Dino Di Carlo and Dr. Lucas Frenz for their
insightful comments during the preparation of this manuscript.
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